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Disclaimer:
Radical Wellness Programme is not an alternative to medical treatment, rather an integrative programme that optimises inner
health and well being.Please consult your medical practitioner before making any changes to you medications or lifestyle.

INTRODUCTION
Humans are a diverse lot, which is why we have different interpretations of health and
well being.

For some, absence of disease is health, but others
set their eyes on living life at their peak potential,
which is only possible when you are not merely
disease free, rather in a state of excellent health
and wellness.
A state I refer to as “Radical Wellness”.
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A JOURNEY OF AWAKENING
Having worked for over two decades in the medical
field as a specialist GI surgeon and also practicing
yoga and meditation, I came to an early realisation
that the science of Medicine had blessed the human
race with some amazing discoveries and inventions,
that have undoubtedly helped in improving our life
spans and overall quality of life.The advent of antibiotics, procedures to treat cataracts for example, are
invaluable and life saving.
What also dawned upon me ...a few years later
though, was that patients kept falling ill again and
again. Although taking pills and doing more procedures seemed inevitable to fix health
problems—but it did not seem to prevent new ones from developing. Also when it came to
the rising problem of cancer, obesity and cardio vascular diseases in society, pills were only
scratching the surface.More importantly these same pills were actually, disempowering our
patients, causing them to rely heavily on reaching out for a pill for a fix, rather than balancing
the body’s innate healing abilities.
Modern Medicine may have increased our life span, but certainly not our health span.

I decided to embark on a journey of awakening to quench the thirst of the curious healer
within me.
Dr Arun Dhir
Melbourne, Australia
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